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WR to look into alledged violations

INSIDE

by RYAN ANDERSON
News editor

•

Kevin Koenig has withdrawn his original impeachment
affidavit and filed another one
calling for the impeachment of
Student Body President Aaron
Scavron, Chief Election commissioner, and the Chief Justice for
failure to conduct their jobs according to Student Government
statutes.
The most recent affidavit,
filed on Nov. 26, has the same
charges as the first without- some
of the language which was questioned by the UCF General Counsel.
"I didn't want the case to be
dismissed on a technicality because the format of the original
affidavit was in question," Koenig
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said.
In the latest impeachment
affidavit, Koenig is charging that
Scavron violated Student Government statutes by;
• Telling Dominic Fariello
and Bryan Ferris not to apply for
positions on his cabinet.
•Creating and/or modifying
A&P, USPS, and/or OPS positions
without a majority vote of the Student Senate.
• Allegedly paying newly
designated office holders before
they were confirmed by the Student Senate.
•Failing to appoint Election
Commissioners so they could hold
an election for the vacant Senate
seat.
"During the presidential election Mr. Scavron said that he had
the experience and that he knew .
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Kevin Koenig has filed a second impeachment affadavit against
three S<;; officials claiming that they violated SGstatutes.
what he was getting into," Koenig
said. "Ignorance of the law is no
excuse. You take a position, you
take all of the responsibilities that
are associated with it. If you have

a question you ask people who
have been there. If he {Scavron}
had done that, maybe he wouldn't
see ALLEGATIONS, page 3

SG to Regents: We want.
our Student Union open
by JOE CHABUS
Contributing writer
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Riddled with numerous delays from the start, the Student Union
should be ready for occupation by March. Student Government
wants to make sure that there are no additional delays.

Seeking to rivet attention
on opening the Student Union this
spring, UCF Student Government
members are sending a polite but
clear message to the Board of
Regents (BOR), "after years of
delays, there are no excuses for
the Student Union's opening to be
pushed back further. Period."
A resolution signed by the
Legislature and Executive
branches called on the BOR to
release all funds remaining for
construction of Student Union on
the completion of the union.
The resolution states UCF
students request that the BOR,
"support the timely completion of
the Student Union in its current
design."
According to Student Union
Director Mark Hall, if construction continues at the current rate,
substantial completion of the
building will ·be reached in De-

cember and the facility will be
completed in January.
"If we stay at this schedule,
we hope to spend February moving furniture into the building.
Some of the things we have ordered have to be specially made
and installed," Hall said.
At this pace, Hall says that
the building will be partially occupied by March as offices and meeting spaces will be operational. Student offices slated to have space in
. the new Student Union will choose
when to move into the new facility.
"It will be very disruptive to
try and relocate a lot of offices in
the middle of a semester, so some
of those groups may choose to
wait until the school year is done,"
Hall said.
In all likelihood, most restaurants in the Union will open in
May, except the Wendy's and
Sabbarro's which require extensive construction time. Restaurant
owners will decide when to open.

Students react to Parking Services' ticket tactics
D Parking Services is
issuing tickets for
expired licence plates
to generate revenue to
build parking lots.

•

UCF Volleyball travel
to Minnesota to take on
the Golden Gophers
with hopes of adding to
the "W" column.

by OMAR DAJANI
Staff writer
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One of the biggest gripes
students have about attending a
commuter school like UCF is the
lack of convenient parking.
There are enough spaces,
argue UCF officials, but many
parking spaces are a I 0- I 5 minute
walk from classes.
With continuous enrollment
increases at an annual double-digit

rate, parking on campus is likely to
become more of a challenge.
To help alleviate the problem, UCF's Parking Services department is funding the construetion of a parking garage in Lot G3, located across from the Education building.
Where did the money come
from for the eight million dollar
project, considering that Parking
Services receives no money from
. the state or the university? Decal
fees, parking meters and tickets.
So it came as no surprise that UCF
began charging $40 for students or
faculty who park on campus with
an expired state issued license tag,
a move designed to increase the
revenue for parking construction

projects.
Jocelyn Antrim, a 20-yearold Spanish major, was given a
ticket for having an expired tag.
"I was pretty shocked. I
didn'tsee why they bothered looking at everyone's tag, especially
since no other university is doing
it," Antrim said.
Antrim's ticket was waived
after she showed Parking Services
her valid car registration form.
Antrim was probably more understanding than most students stating, "I understand that they need
the money. Parking is terrible and
they definitely need more money
to build more parking lots,"
see TICKETS, page 5

"I was pretty
shocked. I didn't
see why they
bothered going
around looking at
everyone's tag,
especially since
no other university
is doing it.
Jocelyn Antrim,
Spanish major
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FREE Two liter bottle of Coke product with a buyback**
FREE Five minute phone calling card to

1st

•

500 students*
•

FREE popcorn and fountain sodas

SA VE

Up to 80% on sale books as Christmas gifts

•
•

•
•

12140 Collegiate Way, Orlando
(behind Applebee's & Boston Market)
407-382-1617
Store Hours:
Mon.-Fri
Saturday
Sunday

8:30-10:00 PM
10:00-10:00 PM
1:00-8:00 PM

**wit11 10 dollar minimum buyback
*while supplies last
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LJR to report findings to Senate
from ALLEGATIONS, pa·ge 1

•

"

be in this position. He violated the
statutes and that's why the affidavit was filed. This is not a personal
vendetta against Mr. Scavron."
For the record, Scavron denies all of Koenig's allegations
that he violated Student Government statutes.
Koenig is seeking the impeachment of the Chief Election
Commissioner because he feels
that, "she botched the election."
Koenig lost hi-s senate reelection
bid by two votes.
"After the election, I found
out that my appeal to be in a runoff
election was denied without a hearing," Koenig said. 'Twas denied a
chance at a runoff election without any due process.Being a criminal justice major, I think due process is very important and that
everyone should be afforded it."
According to Koenig, the
impeachment of the Chief Election Commissioner is a moot point
since she resigned before the impeachment papers were filed.
"What the impeachment of
the Chief Election Commissioner
will do, if it is found that she was
guilty, it will make anyone who
ho Ids that office in the future aware
that if they botch the elections,
they will be held accountable and
possibly be removed from office."
Like the Election Commissioner, the Chief Justice also denied Koenig the satisfaction of due
process, resulting in the ChiefJustice facing possible impeachment.

"I understand that the Chief
Justice position is a learning experience. What I have a problem
with is, again, the blatant disregard of due process," Koenig said.
"Once I found out the Elections
Commission was not going to do
anything about my appeal I talked
to the Judicial Council. The Chief
Justicealsodeniedmy appeal without a hearing, to allow due process
to make the final decision. I see
that disregard for due process as a
big problem."
The Chief Justice's decision
to forgo a hearing, regarding
Koenig's appeal, was overturned,
and the hearing's findings were
that there should be another election because the Brevard campus
polls opened late and other "violations of election statutes and pro-·
cedures" occurred which may have
affected the results of the election.
The new election will cost between $8,000 and $10,000, according to Koenig.
Currently, another Chief
Justice candidate is going through
the process of being confirmed by .
the senate. As in the case of the
Chief Election Commissioner,
Koenig feels the impeachment will
serve as a warning to future Chief
Justices that, "if you abuse the
office, you can and will be removed from it."
At their next scheduled
meeting, the Legislative, Judicial
and Rules committee (LJR) will
decide by a majority vote whether
enough evidence exists to move
towards an impeachment hearing.

•Are you concerned about job security, career
· advancement, or simply finding better
• employment opportunities?
•For less than 30¢ a day employers hiring
across Central Florida will be able to view
your resume on-line and contact you directly.
•It's the easiest and most affordable way of
finding a job today.

The LJR committee's findings will be presented at the next
Student Senate meeting, Thursday night at 7:00 p.m., in the Student Center Auditorium. If it is
determined by a majority vote in
the Senate that sufficient evidence
exists to hold an investigation into
the charges, the LJR committee
will conduct one.
If an investigation is held, a
hearing will be scheduled no
sooner than two weeks and no
later than four weeks after the Senate voted to hold the investigation.
The hearing is conducted
like a trial with the LJR Committee acting as prosecutors.
Each of the officials named
in the affidavit, need to be found
guilty of only on~ of the charges
by a two thirds vote of the Student
Senatej in order to be removed
from office, according to Koenig.
According to Koenig, the
impeachment affidavit was a result of an inability to settle certain
Student Government problems
quietly.
"I didn ' t want to air all of
Student Government' s dirty laundry in an open hearing and discuss
all of the problems that we have,"
Koenig said. "I thought this should
all be dealt with in house. I didn't
want to have to go through the
expense of another election. The
easiest thing I thought was to just
appoint me to the at large seat, and
we can quietly fix the problems
internally, but he {Scavron} did
not want to do that, and that is
totally within his power."
__,

___

----just some more

FREE enterf:ai.n.ment

Apply Today!
Send your check or money order with a resume to:

Employment America
•

2412 Oakwood Court Kissimee, FL 34744-2622
6 Months - $60
12 Months - $90
3 Months - $30
Reply today - get one extra month free!
.
You have nothing to lose and a· whole new future to gam!

V-isa/MC Orders Call (407) 935-1115

uter Place
2304B Winter Wods Blvd.
Winter Park, FL 32792

671-7911
We do Software & Hardware upgrades and
Installations!

HENRY
ROLLINS
PUBLIC
INSOMNIAC

#1

TOUR

WED., DEC. 4
LIVE 8pm SCA
LIVE simulcast in the SAC (Wild Pizza)
Free to students while tickets last.
$6.50 for Faculty, Staff, & Alumni at the door.

.
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WHEEL IN
Large Selection of Inline Skates
K2
Rollerblade®
Roces
Rollerderby
Ultra Wheels®

arrest for suspendet
license

~DtJt.

PL~Y

A 26-year old male was
charged for driving with a suspended license on Nov. 16. An
officer was driving on Gemini
Blvd., which has a speed limit of
20 m.p.h. The officer was traveling 24 m.p.h._ when a vehicle
passed him. The vehicle was obviously traveling at a speed over
the limit. The officer pulled over
tbe . vehicle, and approached the
car. The defendant showed proper
identification; but when the officer ran a search on the defendant, it turned out that his license
had been suspended for failure to
pay a ticket. The man was arrested
for driving with a suspended license.

u

llT ~Gfiln

SIPtllRTS

Incidents Reported:

RENTAL: We rent skates by the day for just $10
*Bring this ad in and receive $10.00 off any new
pair of inline skates. Offer expires 12/15/96
We Buy, Trade, Sell, Consign Used & New Sporting Goods
7600 University Blvd.
Goodings PLaza Wmter Park, FL 32792

(407) 677 -5007

Tired of 'WOiting in line
to sell your books!
Charge over to

Knight's Corner.

• Someone siphoned fuel
from a vehicle p&rked at UCF on
Nov. 12.

•It was discovered on Nov.
14thatsomeonepaintedthreelarge
X's on the outside of the second
floor of the Student Union build-

everyday during book buybackl

•It was reported on Nov. 18
that someone did damage to the
McCulloch Extension c.onstruction site. Numerous equipment had
windows broken and instrument
panels damaged. The damage is
estimated at $4,600.
•It was discovered on Nov.
19 that someone stole a Sony mobile phone from a room in Orange
Hall. The phone is worth approxi·
mately $150.

•If you have information regarding
any of the above incidents, contact
the UCFPD at 823-5555. ·

-compiled by Michelle Abram

- - - - - - - - · - - ···-- - -· - - - - - -

HEALTH
INSURANCE

''Sudents need Health Insurance. Protect
yourselffront the rising cost of 1nedical
sercvices. You deserve the hest insurance
.that is available to you. We at Blu Murray
will help you acquire that insurance."
Blu Murray
Insurance Agency

We are having giveavvays

lomeone poured paint
on the roof of the Pi Beta Phi
house on Nov. 17. The paint that
was poured formed three Greek
symbols. The first symbol, painted
in yellow, could not be read. The
second symbol, painted in yellow
and green, stood for Phi. The third
symbol, painted in yellow, green
and gray, stood for Epsi Ion. Three
paint cans were found at the scene.

505 Maitland Ave., Suite 210
Altamonte Springs, FL 32701

~ (407) 332-0909

A CONTRACTED GENERAL AGENCY FOR:

Blue Cross
Blue Shield
of Florida

WE FIND ANSWERS.
Policy # 8366· 789 SR

Store Hours:
Mon-Thur: 8:30-7
Friday: 8:30-6
Sat: l 0-5

ATTENTION GRADUATING SENIORS:
Make reservations early for lunch or dinner

Open at 11 am to 10:30pm
A party of 6 and over will receive a

JUght' storntr
collEqE

BOOKSCORE

12209 UT)rVERStcg BLVO.
ORLA.1)00, Fl 32817
658-7979

eomplime~tary

bottle of wine
or champagne

*Now serving mixed drinks, wine, & beer
365-4774
Located at corner of
Carrigan and Alafaya Trail
2 miles north of UCF on Alafaya Trail

·-
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Campus Chat Room: Should UCF Parking Services be able to issue tickets for non-parking related violations?

"------------------

"----------------111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111....

•

•
•

No, if a situation
arrives or they see
something
suspicious, they
need to report it to
a real police officer,
and not take things Marylin Rodriguez,
into their own
21, education
hands.

No, it is not their
responsibility. UCF
already has •
designated the
proper authorities
to handle non .
Tony Tapia, 20,
parking issues.

"-----------.-..--------"
psychology

•

No, they should
not be allowed to
be given any type
of authority other
than parking. We
have campus
police officers to
Marita Hess, 22, micro
handle the real.
biology
_ _lllllilll_ _ _ _ _....
,.,.,_c.n.·m_e_.__.....,. _ .,,

No, parking
services
personel should
only be issuing
parking tickets.
•

TICKETS, from page 1
Graphics design major Allen
Inman, 21, was not as understanding.
"The university's first priority should be the business of
learning," Inman said.
Inman believes money for
the construction of parking lots
should come from, "the ever in-

creasing tuition, not frivolous tickets."
Cynthia Chaney, 21, a biology major, concurs with lnamn.
"Parking
services
shouldn't be able to do this. It is
the state's responsibility,"
Chaney said. When asked where
money should come from for
future parking construction,
Chayney said, "I don't care, be-

cause I will have graduated by
then."
Finance graduate student
Saad Oulidi, 23, offered a philosophical opinion on the parking
situation.
"We learn that the only
things guaranteed in life are death
and taxes. At UCF, what is guaranteed is higher tuition and bad
parking."

•

J

•

Jeff Siri,ng!e:, 21;
·.H..us.l.11..,es..~$..+..~ :.i: _.,,>',,.;, 111,,,,,,..:·, , , ,..· · .•· - - - - - - - - - - -

· •Compiled by .
Chri&.tina Columbus

Ticket money funds new parking

•
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GLOBAL DATALINK. lNC.

$14.95 unlimited hours/month
or $9.99 50 hours/month
CALL GD! today at 841-3690
http://www.gdi.net
Internet Access Special -

Total Wireless Communications
&
SatelliteOne, Inc.
•

•New Digital PCS .
• Starting at $19.95/month
• Phones starting at $29.00
• Unlimited Nights &
Weekends
• Florida Calling: Same
State Same Rate
• Add a companion
for just $9.95

• Single Satellite television
systems with programming
just

$499. 00
•·Dual Satellite Systems ·
with programming just

· $599. 00
• Digital Satellite
Television at its Best.

Just Call 407 /884-77 43
. ask for Cindy Lyda
Complete Line of Pagers & Accesories
Authorized Dealer: AT&T Wireless Services & Echostar Dish Network

..
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Christmas is on
its way... at least
retailers are
happy
by SANDRA CARBONE
Guest columnist
Well, Thanksgiving is over!
Time to pull out the Christmas tree and
the dusty decorations from their hibernation in the attic! What's that? It's too early
for holiday cheer? And you don't celebrate Christmas? That's a shame, because retailers aren't looking for your
business during this, the busiest of all
seasons.
It has become a joke, how early
the commercial sector begins pushing
their merchandise upon the unsuspecting
public. Oh, you may not have noticed the
ceramic Santas nestled next to the Halloween masks, but they were there, subliminally drawing your attention to the
outrageous realization that...Christmas
was only TWO months away! And now,
with Thanksgiving come and gone, I realized there was a lack of Tom the Turkey dolls and cranberry jelly commercials
this year. Why was that? This was exactly
the question I was pondering before I
wrote this article. Let's you and I explore
this enigma together.
Just the facts ma'am:
Thanksgiving is a national holiday.
Christmas is a religion-specific
holiday.
With just this evidence, it would
seem that an American holiday (as American as the Fourth of July) would attract
more interest from capitalists (as American as apple pie) because of the wide
market involved. They could hit every
patriotic citizen of the United States. But
maybe that's the problem. Maybe there
aren't as many of those "Proud to be an
American" bumper stickers prominently
displayed on the backs of old Chevy
trucks nowadays. Whatever the reason,
Thanksgiving has taken a back seat to the
more marketable Christmas season.
Which brings me to my next topic of bewilderment.
Why are the other holidays repeatedly ignored? Is it because dredyls
don't sell as well for Chanukah? Perhaps
the African-American celebration of
Kwanza in late December just hasn't
found its niche in the marketplace yet.
It appears we have become a society motivated by greed. While some
may argue that we have been in this state
for a while, I believe that as a whole, we
have gradually declined. Instead of recognizing and embracing our plethora of
differences, we have singled-out the most
well-know·n and easily exploitable celebrations for pure profit.
I am not offering any solutions
to this situation. I am merely drawing attention to a trend that exists in our culture. What you decide to do is entirely up
to you. Just remember, you cast your vote
with your dollar.
Happy Holidays ...

And Happy Holidays
from Team CFF, tool

December· 3, 1996

Impress your .family,·
Annoy your friends .and
Baffle your enemies with:

Pr~tentiqus ,

Voca.bulary! :·
nirvana
(nirN AW-nuh)~ n:
1 . A point or state of spiritual
perfection.
·

example: · , .
. , .
JOHN:.After 30' minutes of ,
meditating, I got the feeling I
was experiencing nirvana. ,,,

DAN: Yo, dude.

~irve:ma

broke ;uP. th.ree ye~rs~: ag~>', .

f_:,

man~

Tackling the problem of teenage pregnancy
0 What we're doing isn't
'Josl!ikOseman
working. Ifs time for drastic

.l

. {

..

Staff Columnist •·

measures.
I've been watching quite a bit of television lately. Particularly, football on NBC,
but that's just because I like to keep up with
my favorite teams. But one news station recently ran a spot on teenage pregnancy. That's
something that caught my eye.
Now, as you know, sex pervades our
world. It doesn't matter what gender is doing
it, or what age group is doing it. Basically,
almost all of us are having sex, have had sex,
or plan to have sex. Kids do it a lot. I don't
know why, but I guess they think it's cool.
Figure it this way: how many movie
stars stop to put on a condom before they have
sex on the screen? Almost none. In fact, I've
only seen one movie where they made a point
of it. Perhaps you've heard of Higher Learning?
people are not going to stop having
sex. Kids are not going to stop. They won't
stop having unprotected sex, no matter how
many Trojan Men or Trojan Women they see
on MTV. They'll continue to put themselves
at risk for all sorts of exotic sexually transmitted diseases, from AIDS on downward. It's
kind of sad, but some things never change.
I'm not going to bore you with statistics on how many teenage single mothers
there are out there, because you've heard them
all before on TV or in a class somewhere.
Suffice it to say that the number is entirely
too high. In fact, it's higher than I can count
(I ran out of fingers about ten years ago).
So, I think it's time we implement
some new Jans to tr and curtail teena e

ILLE Mtlll.
Lrr
-11n1L.

·cffuture@gdi.net

pregnancy. I have some ideas on what we can
do, and I'm going to tell you about them.
(What, you thought I was just espousing rhetoric? I think not.)
My first idea is based upon the fact
that I know some young parents out there
(they're in their 20s, but that's still pretty
young). I've also seen a lot of movies. I know
it hurts like hell to actuaily give birth to a child
(and all the women out there are probably
saying "he'll never know," and they're right,
but I get the general idea). So why don't we
do an anti-pregnancy commercial that focuses
on the face of a teenage (actress) mother giving birth? Just her face, and her screaming. I
think that will scare a lot of girls into requiring their partners to use condoms, and it will
scare a lot of guys into using them as well. I
hope.
Secondly, Pm going to use the
Calvin Klein CK-One or CK-Be commercials as basic ideas for my next commercial. I'm going to line up a bunch of pregnant teenagers along with their partners, in
black-and-white surreal imagery, and have
them do little testimonials. Then, at the end,
show the whole line standing there, looking miserable.
My third idea is a design for a new
magazine ad. It's going to have a picture of

a box of generic condoms with a silhouette
of a pregnant woman on it. The ad will say
something like, "guys, unless you're ready
for 18 years ofresponsibility, working hard,
taking car,e of a little version of you, we
strongly recomme.nd you buy a box. Just a
thought." I think that'll make an impression.
Fourth, and finally, all those
highfalutin' adults who come to high
schools and middle schools and preach
about not having sex aren't being listened
to. What we need are teenage parents, and
teenagers with STDs. If they were to go to
our schools and tell students about what can
happen, it might get through their thick
heads that they should be just a tad more
careful. It would work on me, of this I am
sure, if I were still a high-schooler.
I know some of these ideas sound
extreme, crazy, or just plain wrong, but something needs to be done about all these teenage pregnancies and teens with STDs, because
what's being done isn't working. I know that
each of us can impact this little problem in
our own little way: by either staying safe or
not having sex at all. However, everyone
knows that no one will pay attention to the
latter, so we must all stay safe. It's the only
way to make sure we'll all survive.
I'll get off my soapbox now.
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Fall '96: Just another semester at good old UCF
·B.n·a-n ·S. m- 1·.·th · - .
As the sun fades

in Osceola Hall, I watch
ihntofth11e distant ho1rizon of
.,
with great amusement the
t e a semester, et us, as
number of poor suckers
a collective unit, partake in
Contributing Co.. b.il:tlriiSt.
circling for those limited
a cleansing breath, mediate
parking spaces. The cars'
away the stress of upcom- -----------..:--_...;.._...;.;.__....;;....-.:'""-'.-,;,_--~ circling patterns always
ing finals and reflect on the good, the bad and the ugly conjure a picture in my mind of vultures stalking a prime
experiences of campus life we have shared here at our piece of road kill.
beloved UCF.
Another nice thing about UCF is that if a perTake a deep breath. Okay, relax.
son doesn't have a computer there's always numerous
Being a dorm dweller, I cannot resist sharing places to compose and print term papers and stories and
first the ugly, quite often, grotesque sights and smells when night comes, CAB provides nightly activities for
which us inhabitants must encounter on a day to day the bored and studied-out.
One last deep breath- hold it, hold it- don't
basis. Every morning we awake to the sight of our comatose roommate who prides himlet go. Okay, relax.
self on his ability to form pools of
The bad experiences which I
saliva on his pillow. My roommate
have encountered have been slight
is especially skillful, as he can actuand somewhat unimportant. The
ally mumble and maintain an unbroworst experience I can think of right
ken stream of saliva in his sleep. Theoff hand is the constant whining of
horrors intensify as you walk into the
people about parking and the con•
•
struction on campus. I don't quite
bathroom, the one last sanctuary of
privacy. But instead of enjoying a
understand why anybody would
moment of peace an_d solitude, you
complain about the constant condiscover your other room mate
struction, unless they don't want
UCF to eventually gain national
sprawled lifelessly on the tile floor.
Obviously, his condition was caused
prominence. These complainers
by an excessive night of drinking.
could be considered saboteurs to the
While attempting to b.._e a good friend
future of this institution. I suggest
that an investigation be launched into
and help him get to his feet, it hits!
You know what I'm talking about: The putrid odor of the personal background of anybody who complains about
the regurgitated mixture of Taco Bell and various liquid campus construction. They could be a potential threat.
toxins. Finally, after some coaxing, he stumbles out and
I have one last thing which I would like to shqre
you douse the room in lemon-scented air freshener. Of with my fellow UCF students. Through daily observation,
course, by this time you have only 15 minutes before I have come to the conclusion that somewhere on this camyou have to get to class. Does any of this sound famil- pus is a cloning machine. I might be crazy, or the stress of
iar?
upcoming finals has driven me over the edge of sanity, but
Now, everybody take another cleansing breath. three weeks ago I started to notice that the majority of males
Hold it. Okay, relax.
enrolled at UCF bear a striking resemblance to each other.
In a lame. attempt to be a nonconformist, Jet us The machine is flooding the campus with buzz-cut, frat
now share the good experiences of campus life. Though boy jocks faster than the resistance to this invasion can be
you have only 15 minutes to shower and dress for class, assembled.
once you walk out the door it usually only takes five
Sharing time is over. Everybody get back to
minutes to get to any building on campus. Since I live studying.

The cars' circling
patterns always
conjures a pied
lure In my min
of vultures stalking a prime piece
of roadkill.
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Brian & Dave's Test Drives:
1996 Ford Contour SE

::::~~

Autos
_ : .

•

•

.

.

by Brian Gajewski

. . t1.V' ,

Whether it be Ford's lack of marketing or just an overcrowded market, the Ford
Contour seems to be ignored and overlooked
by many new car buyers. It really is a shame
because it a very nice car indeed. I was
shocked when I test drove it; I just couldn't
believe it was a Ford. It felt like I was driving
a much more expensive vehicle.
For this week's test, we took out a
1996 Ford Contour SE. This particular car
really caught my attention while I was on the
lot. I considered most Contours to look bland,
but this vehicle was stunning thanks to those
cool aluminum wheels and spoiler, plus it was
in our test vehicle price range: below $20,000.
This Contour, which had all the options minus the sunroof, came in with an MSRP of
$19,835, but Ford offers a College Grad rebate of $400, making it an even bigger bargain. The base model Contour rings in at about
$15,000, but we wanted to splurge and get all
the toys.
The exterior really stood out. The
15" 7-Spoke Cast Aluminum wheels really
caught my attention, and the fog lamps and
spoiler added on to the sports sedan etfect.
This car looked fast and the 2.5L Ford Duratec
24-valve DOHC V6 was definitely .
strong, but for a
six cylinder it
just seemed
like it should
have more
power.
The body
had a nice fit
and finish with stiff ···
and we11 connected panels. The car
has 4 wheel independent suspension
and seemed to handle better than some

of the sporty cars we tested like the Nissan
200SX. Wind noise was noticeable, but not
too loud.
Another aesthetic item I liked was
the dashboard design. The oval shaped stereo/air conditioner controls in the Taurus and
the Escort are just plain weird. Thankfully,
Ford spared the Contour of the oval controls,
and I am very happy they did. The 130 mph
speedometer and 8000 rpm tachometer were
large and easy to read. The clock should have
been a little bigger, though. Fit and finish of
the demo we tested was good even after a year
of hard test driving. The only defect was a
small storage door in the console that had a
broken latch. Headroom up front was good,
but rear passengers may find their hair hitting
the ceiling. The backseat seemed cramped,
but the pseudo-)eather seats were really supportive and had a nice feel to them. The front
seats were comfortable but had unusually
large lateral supports that sometimes made it
awkward to move your arms.
Brak-

nite strong point on the Contour. The four wheel disk ventilated brakes were powerful yet
we were unable to lock them
up. Around corners, there was
no noticeable body lean in and
ride .quality was quite good.
But this car isn't really a performer. It's numberone job was
to make the driver's life easy,
and it did that by offering power
EVERY11IlNG. Our car came
equipped with power windows,
power door locks and power
seats, cruise control, intermittent windshield wip- which sorts out the pollen and dust to provide
ers, the optional light group (map lights/front ·clean air to the occupants of the car.
footwell illumination), remote control trunk reThe SE 2.5 Liter Duratec V6 was rated
lease, the optional tachometer, plus much more. at 170 horsepower. It felt strong, but I really wish
ford has also done a really nice job with their Ford would make a Contour SHO. If you're
stereo. The Contour featured a nice 4 speaker thinkingofpurchasingaContouranddon'twant
system with cassette. The system is more than to be left behind the crowd, go with the V6. The
adequate and the speakers were arranged in a - V6 Contour clicked off a (}.60 time of 9.4 secnice layout providing great acoustics. In addi- onds, pretty reasonable for a car of this class.
ti on to the long list of amenities,
Overall, the Contour is a nice car. If
all Contours also come you want a mid-size car that is stuffed with luxury
options, you need to test drive the Contour SE.
A Dodge Stratus ES is a good car to compare.
m Both vehicles are fun to drive and good values.
Deciding between the two is a tough choice, but
either way, you end up with a quality
_,,
vehicle.

Thanks to Mcinerny Ford on the corner of Semoran &
Colonial for providing this Contour demo.

The Central Florida Future
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Club Info
Join us for victory in '96! UCF
College Democrats Meetings
Monday @ 5 pm Student Center,
rm . 214 more info: Sean 306-0167
Carmen: 823-0526
UCF demos @ aol.com
UCF Newman Club
Catholic Campus Ministry
Mass on campus Sundays 8 pm
PH 115 for more info: 281-4438

I

I

Classifieds

Christian male looking for serious
student to share 2/2, w/d, own
bath, 5 min. from UCF (Cambridge Circle) UCF bus avail.,
quiet, nice townhouse. $240 mo,
112 util. 273-2877
Roommate Needed:
Large master suite available.
Modern 3/2 house near UCF.
Private bathroom, walk-in closet,
vanity area. Male or female
Call Stacey at 657-7185

December 3, 1996

Jamaica Spring Break $399 wk
lV1IA 3 pay of $133! ReggaeJAM
24hr info. (800) "U" REGGAE

ATIENTION
MOONLIGHTERS
Earn excellent income while

Mountain bikes for sale.

working flexible hours in a fun
professional environment!
Permanent part-time work
available for good communicators
with enthusiasm! Call 670-5455 or
stop by International Community
Marketing at 120 University Park
Drive, Suite I00, Winter Park FL.

Fuji 15 sp, folds, never used
$170, also Huffy 15 sp, rarely
1---us_e_d_,$_8_0_-p_h_on_e_6_7_3_-2_2_45_ - - - t
University Estates, Lovely 4/2
many extras, Lakeview $149,900,
Call 275-2687

15-20 hrs/wk.: Running errands,
some office work & knowledge of
basic auto maintenance. Near
Fashion Square Mall; $6/hr.
(flexible schedule) Call Lindsay at
894-5090
Flower Girls Wanted. I need a
couple energetic, outgoing individuals who Jove to smile to sell flowers
in nice sportsbars and nightclub~.
Call (407) 359- 1749

Autos

Earn $15-30 per hour
CRUISE SHIPS HIRING~ Travel
the world while earning an
immediately. No sales or
Share big beautiful home. Lots
88 Mazda B2200 P-up (white)
telemarketing. Call 621-2584
excellent income in the Cruise Ship
CAMPUS CRUSADE
of privacy. Fireplace wash/dry
performance tires,directional rims ..._In_t_e_m_e_t_A_c_ces-s-T-er_mm_'_al_S_al_es-t & Land-Tour Industry. Seasonal &
F6RCHRIST
Room furn or unfum $300
tint, bra, alarm, rail sys. bed cover
full-time employment available. No
Complete vending units. $200 min.
EVERY TUES. & WED.
$50 deposit Call 673-3369
cold A/C, great cond. x-tras, must
exp necessary. For info. call 1-206per unit sold, potential monthly
NOON SC214
see. $5500 Chris 896-3402/399971-3550 ext. C54181
income $500+ per unit. No$$
4307
investment required.
GREAT INCOME POTENTIAL
Jewish? Interested in joining the
1982 HONDA ACCORD 2
Fax 941-815-9637
While still in school work with
Jewish Student Union or particiDOOR 5 SPEED COLD A/C
pating in Judaic activities on
Apt. for rent. 2 min. by UCF. 2/2 140 K MILES MINT COND.
WANTED:
the fastest growing company
campus? Then please contact
PT/FT Call 381-1872
Lg Jvg rm. Sep ktchn. Many
MANY NEW PARTS. ASK
We need 36 SERIOUS people
·
Janette Weiss at
dishwashers, disp., wsher hkup,
FOR MATI 384-7861 OR
who want to lose weight! WE
jweiss@orl.mindspring.com
etc. Bryn 281-3722 $495/mnth.
LEA
VE
MESSAGE.
WILL
PAY YOU TO LOSE.
or 647-5319 for more info.
BEST OFFER
407-380-2549
University club apt. for rent. Brand
LSAT GRE GMAT
new everything! Ind. lease, less
Prep course, Orlando, Daytona,
HELP WANTED: Earn up to
than 5 min. from UCF, 285 per
Melbourne (407)7 40-0003
$500 per week assembling
mo. call 384-0873
products at home. No experience.
ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS!!!
212. 3 min. to UCF. Clean & nice.
INFO 1-504-646-1700 DEPT.
Bdrm w/ own bath. $249/mnth.
Grants, Scholarships & Aid available
Communication major needed
FL-307
from sponsors!!! No repayments
Dishwasher, disp., washer hkup,
for internship for spring semesetc. Brian 281-3722 Avail now.
ever!!! $$$Cash for college$$$ For
*EARN EXTRA INCOME*
ter. Experience gained in writing
info: 1-800-243-2435
Earn $200-$500 weekly mailing
news releases, creating flyers,
Moving, must sell dresser w/
Unfurnished room w/ private
W_O_RD
__
M_A_S_T_E_R_S_ ___,
internal and external newsletters, phone cards. For information send a ...____
matching chest & mirror. $175
bathroom 2 min. from campus.
etc. For more info, call Halifax self-addressed stamped envelope to: STUDENT PAPER SPECIAL140/mo. split utilities 3 ways. 381- obo, twin trundle bed $175 obo,
Community Health System in
Inc., P.O. Box 0887,_ Miami, FL
ISTS. SINCE 1986, NEAR
384-8276
4375 or e-mail BSW841250
Daytona Beach at 904/2544042
33164
CAMPUS 277-9600

For Rent

Other

University Club
,-

c::>

·v v

• We offer roommate matching.
• Controlled access community
with electronic card entry.
•Monitored alarm systems in
each unit.
• Well lighted grounds and park
ing lots.
• Hardwood floors, plush carpeting
and designer tile floors.
• Fully furnished kitchens featuring:
microwave, dishwasher,
refrigerator/icemaker.

~

1--1

c:>

lJ

• Washer and dryer in each unit.
• Cable television and phone
jacks in all rooms.
• Special soundproofing for a
quiet living and learning
environment.
• Equipped Fitness Center.
• Swi~ing pool with large deck
area.
• Basketball and volleyball courts
to meet your recreational needs!

•Two Story with 1230 Sq. ft. 4 bedrooms, .
2 112 Bathrooms

e:

::>

~

University Blvd.

•Furniture lease packages available (from
$7 .50 to $40.00 per month).
SECOND FLOOR PLAN

.!
,

··

1

KITCHEN
e ·- o~

• 9·

Mackay Blvd.

. fl~

BEDROOM
-· i

BATH

,.

L;'§-·~~-5-: ~~!--. . . .

..._.-,_,)_.1~_~_!: _i~-_LT_!t_".·_.~_ I

m.iiiiiiiiill..........

University

Club ·
Townhouses

,.
'.,'

!,[_J
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BEOROOM
9 ... . . . .. . .

Lokanotosa Trail

•
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10

11

12

13

16
19

"You're gonna need a
bigger boat .... ''
- Roy Scheider

Jaws (1975)

THE ANSWERS

48

49

53

50

54

55

56

63
1996 Tribune Media Services
-,,

I -

ACROSS
1 Underground growth
5 Leading
10 Prizefight
14 Poker stake
15 Blend together
16 Too
17 "I_man with ... "
18 Window sections
19 Lively dance
20 Grow
22 Bring back
24 Section
25 Regret
26 Fight against
29 Able to read and write
34 State of turmoil
35 Gave .up, as teITitory
36 Auction action
37 Ripped
38 Talked wildly
39 Sharp pain
40 Printing measures
41 Walking sticks
42 Stitch loosely
43 Go without booze
45 Great strain
46 Torrid
47 Canvas shelter
48 Large ape
52 Greek letter
56 Allege
57 Wed secretly
59 Grotto
60 Kitchen vessels
61 Mature
62 Reclines
63 Coin opening
64 Fast horse
65 Makes a mistake

DOWN
I Inclined srnface
·2 Outstanding thing _
3 _Preminger
4 Recipe amount
5 Electrical measure
6 Valentine symbol
7 Sea bird
8 Ripening agent
9 Left high and dry
IO Swap
11 Bread spread
12 Consumer
1.3 Painting on metal
21 Waive
23 Took court action
26 Group of eight
27 Call ._ , ....

28
29
30
31
32
33
35
38
39
41
42
44
45
47
48
49
50
51
53
54

Analyze grammatically
Even
15th of March
Lower in rank
Adds color
Rims
First miracle site
Poisonous snakes
Tiny speck
Chilly
Breakfast items
Desire for drink
Rely (upon)
Brave's home
Open spaces
Ellipse
Gambling mecca
Landed
Den
Finished
s's Loch_monster
58 Unclose, to poets

StaffingSol utio ns@
by Personnel OneStaffing Solutions by Personal One is the leading provider
of supplemental and permanent placement in Central
Florida. We service Orlando's top companies who offer
excellent compensation and benefits packages.
• professional
• administrative
• reception/clerical
• customer relations/data entry
•collections
• inside sales

• earn extra $$$$
• work flexible schedule
• gain valuable work
expenence
• make key contacts with
Orlando's top companies

Full and Part time positions available:
clerical/reception, administrative, customer service, data
entry, accounts receivable~ inside sales, computer operations
(3rd shift), holiday greeters host/hostesses.

We Keep America Working

..
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A Chorus Line
It was time to kick up your heels at the opening perfonnance of A
Chorus Line (***112). This marvelously orchestrated and choreographed musical contains 12 hit songs including "What I Did For Love,

:ourtHJ/IRYAN·IROWN

A Chorus Line, the longest-running musical on Broadway

CLIMB HIGH FAST
AS AN AIR FORCE
omCER.
Bring your college degree to the Air
Force. Then find out if you qualify for
Officer Training School. You can
become a commissioned Air Force officer following successful completion of
Officer Training School. From the start,
you'll enjoy great pay, complete medical and dental care and 30 days of
vacation with pay per year. And as an
Air Force officer, you can enjoy professional growth and management opportunities. Learn what it takes to qualify.
Call

AIR FORCE OPPORTUNITIES
TOLL FREE .
1-800-423-USAF

""Sing!" and the ev~r popular, "One."
This traveling production was conceived, choreographed and directed by Michael Bennet with co-coreography by Bob Avian. Sets were
by Robin Wagner. Costumes were by Theoni V. Aldredge
A Chorus Line was originally choreographed and directed by
Michael Bennett with music by Marvin Hamlisch and lyrics by Edward
Kleban. The original production of A Chorus Line gave 6, 137 performances on Broadway with a final attendance count of 6,642,400. There
have been 510 different 'chorus liners', and the show has been perfonned
and seen in 21 different countries. The show has also inspired 6 books
chronicling its history.
During its run on Broadway, A Chorus Line has received 9 Tony
Awards, the Pulitzer Prize, 5 Drama Desk Awards, The New York Drama
Critics Award for Best Musical, The Obie Award, The London Evening
Standard for Best Musical, and a Special Tony Award as the longestrunning show in Broadway History.
Theperformanceatt~e.BobCarr Auditorium has certainly lived up
to its reputation. The cast is astounding in its talent and creativity. They
moved the audience to laughter and tears through the riviting story and
music.
A Chorus Line is about a group of seventeen dancers who are trying
out for one of 8 parts in the chorus line of a broadway show. We are
introduced to each of the seventeen through monologues that give insight
into their deepest fears and dreams. The audience learns what is at the root
of their love for dance.
Each qf the characters are asked to step up to the white line and give
confessions about their lives. The white line is a character in itself. It is the
only constant in the play. Each one of the characters kno~s that the whiti;;
line is a symbolic representation of what ultimately will insure their fate.
In the end, the entire cast comes out for a finale which will not be long
forgotten in a reprise of "One."
It is hard to describe a play wich contains so many important facets,
each one carrying the play to greater heights. This production is much
more than its music. The audience is breitly able to live the lifeofadancer,
with all of its joys, hurts, and fears. This is what makes A Chorus Line
special. There is a love for the characters which is notpresentin very many
plays. Each of the characters is special, and this is expressed from the very
first moment they step onto the stage and then later through each of their
stories.
I would recommend to anybody that they see a production of A
Chorus Line. The music is superb, and the cast will keep you entertained
all the way through. You will be tapping your toes and dancing in the aisle
before the finish.
• Tracy Webb

•

•

Walt Disney World® Resort will audition COMEDIC ACTORS, ACTQ:!l$dl.VH.9...SING, MUSICAL THEATRE
PERFORMERS, IMPROVISATIONAL STYLE ACTORS, RENAISSA~C~i$1¥ti~'AClQ$$ ,~nd EMCEES to fill various

~~~ts~il~:1~~~a~~~~e9~~~~~.t ~AGIC KINGDOM® Park, Epcot®, ::Mii~~~f:lllJ.l~-~~.l~~lit::r,~ Island and Disney's

~tf~~f~iil~l~~l~;\~--~\f~j~;j~\~
AUDITION LOCATION

.

"

, '•

AUDITION DATES AND TIME SCHEDULE

~;~;;~~;;~;;u~~;!llll&.•~~~;;~~~;.~;;~~

needs and lifestyles. Other benefits include sick daY"si:tl@f®.i:!O:~!f~f:$.¢..Q.4.0~~f:pai'lfadmission and more. Pension benefit
is funded with the Equity League Pension Trust Fund, a'nd :'pl@@;f.~~J#@!H~erlb"rmers (full-time and casuals). If you have
questions, call Disney Auditions at (407) 397-3220 Monday thrO"Ggh'·Frkfay from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m. or 2 p.m. to 5 p.m.

I

)

Student Legal Services
Problems With:
• Landlords
• Insurance
•Contracts
•Traffic Tickets
Need:
•A Will
•A Name Change
• Uncontested Dissolution
UCF's Student Legal Services provides free
legal consultation and representative in certain
legal areas for qualified UCF students.
For information or an appointment
call 823-2538
or stop by the student center room 227
Monday-Friday Sam-Spm
Funded through Activity & Service Fee
by the Student Government Association

.,
•
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Randy Donaldson as Richie in A Chorus Line, in its third decade on Broadway.

courtHy/HRCUS

SPECIAL ADVANCE SCREENING

r.S E

..

282-0505
•

I

$5.00 Lg Cheese Pizza
w/ valid student ID
TAKE OUT OR DINE IN

Come Watch on our

BIG

loved him...
Everybody
disappeared.

Screen TV

2.5¢ wings

throughout the game.
Monday-Friday 11-5
only 25¢ wings at this time
All Day and Night Saturday
Looking lor a great byte?
www.heslpizza.com
...

Everybody

The journey is everything.

TRI STAR PICTURES 'if;t-,. A GRACIE FI LMS ,,·, ,, '" "· ...., CAMERON CROWE 'jERRY MAGUIRE"
·1,)oL; 5, JAMES L. BROOKS RICHARD SAKAI
LAURENCE MARK CAMERON CROWE
IR""".•,,.._,,~1. ::i·"'• "'" Re •r e. CAMERON CROWE
,,..;:;:'r:C:.~:."~,. ... ~~

FREE MOVIE POSTERS
Thursday December 5
7:30 PM

Regal University 7

Located across from UCF
in the UC7 Shopping Center
Geo Metro lSi Coupe

Stop by and see the new
Tracker and Metro
on the
Student Center Green

Pick up Passes at the
Student Center Main Desk
Presented by

Campus Activities Board

(
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THE CABLE GUY (Columbia)
Jim Carrey and Matthew Broderick
directed by Ben Stiller

**1/2

(out of four)

Jim Carrey took the dark road to comedy under fellow
comedian Ben Stiller's attitude-laden direction. Carrey plays
a cable installer infatuated with mild-mannered yuppie
Broderick.

Guy never ignited the box office dollars that
previous Carrey dumb fests were able to do. That's
unfortunate because this is Carrey's best film, and
most respectable. If Jimmy really wants to prove
his acting chops aren't totally comical, Guy, so far,
is the film that introduces the silly stageman to the
outer boundaries of drama. A few steps in and our
highest-paid comedian will be imitating Robin

courtHy/COLUMBIA

Jim Carrey is all smiles in The Cable Guy
Williams and other funny men who have seen the light. This take on the
media blitz and how it can affect people's lives for better or for worse is a
peculiar little piece of comedy played out to both extremes. It's subtle,
• Dean G. Lewis
deranged and hilarious all in one.

THE ROCK (Buena Vista)
Nicolas Cage, Sean Connery, Ed Harris
directed by Michael Bay

***

PREREOmSITE: ADRENALINE
Drive. Intensity. Those aren't
your character, confidence and
words you're likely to see in many
decision-making skills. Again,
course requirements. Then again
words other courses seldom use.
Army ROTC is unlike any other
But they're the credits you need to
elective. It's hands-on excitesucceed in life. ROTC is open to
ment. ROTC will challenge you
freshmen and sophomores withmentally and physically i.EADERSHIP out obligation and requires
through intense leadership
~ aboutfivehours perweek. Regtraining. Training that builds
ister this term for Army ROTC.

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE COURSE YOU CAN TAKE
For details, call UCF &my ROTC at 823-2430

1

1

(out offour)

This swan song from our most elite action-producing team in the last
twenty years proves slick writing can even share the same space as missiles,
bombs and bullets. Jerry Bruckheimer and the late Don Simpson (Top Gun,
· Crimson Tide, Days of Thunder) collaborated on what was to be their last
effort, a hyper-active, awfully violent thriller about a military nut (expertly
played by Ed Harris) who takes over the abandoned Alcatraz off San Fran,
arming the entire island with enough nukes to blow California off the
Pacific. Harris' other-worldly demands must be met or else. Or else he'll
fall into the snare ex-convict and break-in pro Connery and chemical
weapons guru Cage have set up for him. Director Michael Bay takes cues
from Bruckheimer-Simpson alumnus, Tony Scott, making this often
unbelievable shoot-em-up the wildest and craziest roller-coaster ride oflast
summer. What is believable, though, about The Rock is the way we get to
know the characters. Cage is excellent as the geeky FBI agent. He listens
to old Beatles records when he's not working. With his criminal past and
long locks (early in the film), Connery is menacing. Who steals the show
is Harris; his villain is a human being, somebody we can actually sympathize with! What a change.
•DGL
Other new video releases

The Crow: City of Angels, The Flower of My Secret,
The Frighteners, Chain Reaction, Captives, Dragonheart

'local.long distance. or 8001 access charges and add1~onal access charges or taxes that may be imposed on members or on AT&T WorldNet Service may apply to all usage 5·free-hour otter limited to one AT&T World Net Service account per residenllal billed telephone number presubscnbed to AT&T. Must use the service at least one hour per month; $2 SO charge lor each additional hour. Unlimited usage offer limited toooe log-on per account

'
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Coming Thursday
• Dean's Lowdown on DAYLIGHT, MARS ATTACKS! and 101 DALMA TIONS
•Tracy tunes into the 24th annual performance of George Frederick Handel's .

MESSIAH

•

•

DON'T WAIT IN LINE .
ANYMORE FOR YOUR
TEXTBOOKS!

do we speak a dead
language?
Down set
(Mercury)
~*112

•

Starting December 15, 1996 you can
order your textbooks by phone and
Save U_p To 10°/o!

Downset reminds me of a cross between Rage Against the
Machine and some old school punk bands, like Minor Threat. The
album is pretty good for what it is, very loud and very hard. The crazy
thing is that I think these guys are a Christian band. You would never
know it if you didn't check the lyrics. I never knew Jesus rocked so
hard. The band itself consists of four members; Rey on vocals, Ares
on guitar, Chris on drums and James on bass. They pull off thick riffs
and some harsh vocals. Sometimes rapping and sometimes just hard
core screaming. In the song "Eyes Shut Tight," we hear Rey say,"
Come with the bloody moon and the chaos/ Gog and Magog triple six
reigns over spirits lost/ Satanic nations and thrones reign and slay/But
solid is super-souls love and righteous pathways". Ever heard that on
a hard-core album? And they call it the Devil's music.

*Shipping is free in the Continental US.
*Minimum order of 50 dollars required
*Returns and refunds! No problem!

•
•

Call 1-888-21BOOKS (Toll-Free 8am to 7pm Mon.-Fri.)
Please ha Ye ~ ·our schedule and credit card ready when you place your
1.

•

•

Generation Six-Pack
Pure
(Mammoth)

Spot
Spot
(Ardent)

)fCkr.

Alk)\\ ' 7-lU days fur deliver~ · .(OrderNci\Y~)
Vic accept all majur credit carus(Maslcr CanL Visa, Alner. E:\press

and Discover).
• All retun1s are subject to s1~1all restocking fee.
• For questions or conn11ents please call (407) 380-7951. Thanks!

~

..

*
The reason l am doing both of these bands in one review is
because ifl wasted the space on two it would be just as monotonous
as these bands' music.Believeme,lhad these CD' sin my car for about
three weeks. I was sincerely hoping to find a song I liked. I gave up.
So here we go, I usually try to find good things to say about the bands

•

1-888-21BOOKS
The Textbook Company
@Copyright The Te>..iboL1k Company 1996

see AUDIO HEAD, page 15

Life's a day at the virtual beach if you're
an AT&T long distance customer 'Cause
we give you the first 5 hours of Internet
access free every month for a whole
year with AT&T WorldNet Service.
Or get unlimited Internet access for just
$19.95 a month~
AT&T WorldNet Service makes the
Net easy to access and easy to use.
It's updated daily and comes
complete with leading search
directories and global e-mail.
And the software is free!
This is a limited-time offer, so call now.

1800 654-0471, ext.32189

ATSaT

Your True Choice
]II

id any lime. Non-AT&Tlong dis1ance customefS 131 get untimll!d access for$24 95 permoolh or three hours of access each month for $4.95 Prices effective as of 11/15196. Olhertenns and conditions may apply ©1996 AT&T All rights reserved.

http://www.att.com/college
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CAB FARE

Goings-on at the Campus Activities Boardl
Dec. 2-6
~

• Dec. 3 A fireball of laughs will break out in the Wild will stop by on his Public Insomniac #1
Pizza beginning at 8 p.m. New York funny man Tommy Blaze Tour Wednesday. He will speak live in
will appear on center stage at Tuesday Knight Live.
the Student Center Auditorium. Tickets
• Dec. 4 OK, he's coming, we promise! Henry Rollins are still available for the live simulcast in
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . t h e Wild Pizza at the SG Kiosk. Show
begins at 8 p.m. Tickets are free to UCF
students with ID's. Tickets for faculty,
staff and general public will be $6.50 and
will only be available at the door, and
only if there are any left over.
• Dec. 6 There is a BASH beginning at 7 p.m. in the Student Center Auditorium on Friday. Kick off finals by dancing to rave DJ's Monk, Huda-Hudia,
Dustin Houck, Flux and our very own DJ
Dig-Doug. There will be a very special
live performance by Funk Freaks Rainbow · Bridge. Free for UCF students, $5
for non-students.
Any questions? Answers? Call the
Office of Student Acti~ities at 823-6471.
On the behalf of Tracy, Danelle and
everyone on the staff today and in years'
past, the CAB office wishes the students
and faculty at UCF a joyous and safe
winter break and a Merry Christmas and
for information or appointment CALL 841-2151
Happy New Year. See ya next year!
SERA-TEC BIOLOGICALS
• Danelle Marable
1122 W. Church St., Orlando

BREAK IS OVER

The UCF Theater Winter Season
proudly presents

• Children of a Lesser God
by Mark Medoff

Dates: January 16, 17, 18, 19, 23, 24, 25, 26
A sensitive but spirited deaf girl and a devoted young
teacher meet. fall in love and marry. Soon torn apart
by the differences of their worlds, they are united
once again through Jove, compassion and
. understanding in this triple award-winning play.

•Oklahoma
by Richard Rogers and Oscar Hammerstein
Dates: February 27, 28 March 1, 2, 6, 7, 8, 9
One of the most beloved, widely produced musical
shows in theatrical history. A critically acclaimed
masterpiece that revolutionized the form of the
American Musical.

• The Boys Next Door
by Tom Griffin

Dates: April 10, 11, 12, 13, 17, 18, 19, 20
This very funny and touching play focuses on four
menta11y retarded men living together in a communal
residence. Through the commingling of amusing
scenes and movements of great poignancy, we are
warmly reminded that the handicapped are just like
everyone else.

For info and tickets, call (407) 823-1500

CAB CINEMA
Spring 1997 Calendar
Jan.15 (Wed)

A Time To Kill
Jan. 22 (Wed)

Because
all-nighters
arent always
spent in
the librarY.

The Frighteners
Jan. 26 (Sun)

The Cable Guy
Jan. 29 (Wed)

The Rock
Feb. 2 (Sun)

Shaft
Feb. 7 (Fri)

Friday
Feb. 9 (Sun)

Superfly
Feb. 12 (Wed)

Stealing Beauty
Feb. 16 (Sun)

I'm Gonna Git You
Sucka
Feb. 20 (Thur)

•

Basquiat
Feb. 23 (Sun)

Posse
Feb. 26 (Wed)

The Nutty Professor
Mar. 2 (Sun)
Trainspotting
Mar. 3 (Mon)

Independence Day
Mar. 5 (Wed)

Multiplicity
Mar. 16 (Sun)

Dragonheart
Mar. 19 (Wed)

Fargo
Mar. 23 (Sun)

The Hunchback of Notre
Dame
Mar. 26 (Wed)

Willy Wonka and the
Chocolate Factory
·

Apr. 2 (Wed)

Supercop
Apr. 6 (Sun)

Rumble in the Bronx

It's ever·ywhere
you want to be:

·'

Apr. 9 (Wed)

Blade Runner
Director"s Cut

•

Apr. 13 (Sun)

Spaceballs

•

Apr. 16 (Wed)

Mission Impossible
., 1

V i sa US.A

lnr 1•1•J'l

Titles and dates
subject to change

•

•
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I write about so .... the best thing I can say is, "Well, they are signed".
Why they are signed is a complete mystery. I describe these bands as
typical "alternative college rock". Though, to use the word alternative
implies that it is unique in some aspect and the word college connotates
the word intelligence; and there was nothing I found too intelligent
about the music or the lyrics. There is a song from Pure called
lemonade. This is how the chorus sounds: "I don't know what to say/
just drink some lemonay-ay-aade...just drink some lemonay-Hayhfild". Their sound is completely redundant, but it is also accurate. How
is that for a paradox. Such is the state of modern music.
Join Sea World in a seasonal
position this holiday season you'll earn good money, make
great friends and have a lot of
n. This is a special time at Sea World,
d an especially busy one, too. That's
we're looking for high energy people
o would enjoy the great atmosphere,
, animals and the family-like feeling of
~etng a part of our team.

•
•

We'll provide competit ive wages,
Insurance availability, free passes to our
theme parks and flexible scheduling.
1\reas of opportunity include:

I Had To Laugh Like
Hell
Gerald Collier
(MCA)

• Food Service
•Games

~~~

..

• Merchandising
• Operations.

et the full story on the best seasonal
oi> available anywhere. Apply in person
onday through Friday from 9:00 a.m.
o 4:30 p.m. or SATURDAY from 9:00
m. to Noon at the Sea World Staffing
Ur, 7007 Sea Harbor Drive. An equal
ortunity employer.

Gerald Collier reminds me of something between Tom Waits
and Suzanne Vega. Tom, because of the acoustic guitar playing and
lyrical content, and Vega in the vocal style; no hard rock, no keyboards
and no feedback guitar here. Put this on when you're getting ready for
bed. It's one of those CDs for the lonely man (or woman), with song
titles like "Whored Out Again", "Boozin' Time", and "Note From a
Woman to a Man", you get the idea. This CD isn't a blues record, but
if you are single you're going to feel the blues when you listen to this.
Gerald is a talented guitar player and songwriter. I wouldn't expect
anything on this album to hit top forty, but that is the true beauty of it.
The best thing about this release is that Gerald sings with passion and
soul. His voice is not too bad either (that's my biggest problem with
Waits, that voice can get pretty abrasive). So I guess in closing, on a
scale of holidays, I give this CD a New Years Eve... you know that
feeling when it turns midnight and everyone around you starts sharing
precious time with some girl (or guy) and you're standing in the corner
thinking next year... next year.
• Jesse Cervantes

'•

CB&S• BOOKSTORE
celebrates Christmas with

&fls
up to 80%

•

orr

$2.95-9.95
BOOK&TOQE

John Irving: Three Novels: $9.95

list:

$12.00
8.40
list:
$12.50
CB~~:$ 8.75
CB~&:$

list:

Holiday Store Hours:
Mon. -Fri.
8:30-10:00 PM
Saturday
10:00-10:00 PM
Sunday
1:00- 8:00 PM
December 24th: 8:30-4:00 PM

$11.95
8.37
$ 7.50
5.25
$ 13. 00

CB~~:$

list:
CB~~:$

list:
CB~~:$

list:
CB~~:$

list:

9.10

$16. 00
11.20

$21.95

A New Umierstanding of Guilt & Forgiveness CB~&:$15.37

Harold S. Kushner
=> Downsize This! Random Threats list:
$21. 00
lfrom an Unarmed American
CB~~: $14. 70
Michael Moore
=> The Laws of Our Fathers
list:
$26.95
Scott Turow
CMS~: $18.87

•

Renoir
$9.95
The Birth of Marilyn $4. 95
Who's Who of Women $9.95

407-382-1617

30o/o off Bestsellers Every Day:

•

=>
=>
=>
=>

12140 Collee;ate Way. Orlando
(behind Applebee's &1 across from UCf)

C5cd8'
=> Snow Falling On Cedars
David Guterson
=> Reviving Ophelia-Saving
the Selves ofAdolescent Girls
Mary Pipher. Ph.D.
=> Song of Solomon
Toni Morrison
=> The Horse Whisperer
Nicholas Evans
=> A Civil Action
Jonathan Harr
=> Dogbert's Top Secret
Management Handbook
Scott Adams
=> How Good Do We Have to Be?

Many Other Gift Ideas
Under $10... !

TttOU~~D~

of C.HlLD~£N'~

6.lFT~ ·I

Cookbooks: $4.95-9.95!
=> The de'MEDICI Kitchen
=> The Weight Watchers Complete Cookbook
=> Cooking Provence
Sierra Club Coffee Table Books
only $9.95 (reg. $30-40)

=> Material World: A Global Family Portrait
Ni.wbt.rl°'( fir. l.aldi.tott Award Winnirs
=> Endangered Peoples
Disne~ boo~&. c.a&&t-tti.&, plush animals,
=> Wild By Law
Muppet 'Puppets, read- alon91'sin9-a\on9
stol°'( boo~&. audio gift-pat~&
=> The Yosemite
=> C.\assic. C.hi\dre.n's ~oo"sl
=> Amazonia
6ooJNight Moon
'bhel 'bilver'btein: Where the Sidew;J/K Cnds,
The Missing Pieu, The 6iving Tree,
Computer Titles: $4.95-9.95!
Mauriu 'benda~: Where the Wild Things Are,
=> The Internet for Dummies
In the Night /(if&hen, C.hristmas Mrstery
Jigsaw 'Puz.z.le
=> Inside Visual C++

•
•
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KNIGHTS SQUEEZE OUT F
giving the Knights all they can
handle, somebody needed to step
up. Enter Mr. Perry. At a time where
The University of Central UCF was struggling from the field,
Florida avoided a tumultuous start Perry took it to the ho le-constantly.
to their three game old regular sea- He penetrated and got guys open
son by holding on to topple NCAA shots, he entered the lane and
member Tennessee Temple Uni- knocked down little jumpers with
versity 89-85.
Crusaders all around him.
UCF, which lost it's opener
'We were struggling and I
at the University ofFlorida, dropped saw Cory busting it to the bucket a
a crushing 83- 78 decision to li£t1e bit, and he was penetrating and
Winthrop last Tuesday at the UCF doing good things for us so we left
Arena. Tyson Waterman dropped him in there. Down the stretch he
in a perfect 13 of 13 free throws had been playing we11 so I rewarded
including crucial ones down the him and kept him out there," said a
stretch to lead the Eagles to the victorious Kirk Speraw.
come from-behind upset. Despite a·
Coupled with the efforts of
tremendous effort by Harry Kennedy Lovett (14 points and 12 rebounds,
(27 points, one shy of his career both career highs) and Inyo Cue
high) and another workman like ef- (season high 10 points), the freshfort from freshman Mario Lovett, man trio gave the Knights enough
UCF faltered midway through the steam to hang around until Kennedy
second half. A 16-0run by Winthrop, returned from his foul obligated
during a stretch where they couldn't bench stint to score seven of UCF's
hit anything, doomed UCF. Cory final nine points to propel them to
Perry's 0- 10 shooting performance the victory.
"One place I definitely don't
epitomized the Knights' troubles
with their trajectory as UCF shot like to be is the bench. I figured that
themselves in the foot by shooting a if the game had to be in anybody's
lowly 38.5% from thefieldandcom- hands it was going to be mine," said
Kennedy, who ended the evening
mitting 18 turnovers.
Alas, for Perry and the Golden with 18 points. "I'm a senior and if
Knights redemption arrived on Sat- it is going to come down to ·one
urday. With Kennedy muddied in person, I want it to be me. Because
foul trouble and Tennessee Temple I want to win more than anybody."
by TONY :MEJIA

Asst. sports. editor

\
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ST WIN, AVOID WEEK OF UPSETS

It was a big win for the
Knights, who have been having their
problems against teams on their
schedule that they are expected to
beat.
"We can't underestimate
these teams and we have to develop
thatkillerinstincttoputthemaway,"
said Lovett.
To their credit the Golden
Knights responded when they had
to, something that could prove beneficial down the stretch when the
season gets tougher and crunch time
situation is a must.
"Obviously you want to be
tested in games like this because it
will help you down the road. I was
proud of the way we executed some
things late in the game to win it,"
Speraw said. "Fortunately we did
enough at the end to win it."
More than anything, it was
just nice to get that first win.
''It's good to get one under
our belts. Now we can just sit back
and concentrate on our nex.t game
without any pressure," said
Kennedy.
Next up for UCF is another
underdog with Division II Nova
Southeastern coming to town Tuesday night. UCF culminates their four
game homestand with BethuneCookman next Saturday. Both
games start at 7:30.

photo/SOLi EAU

UCF Freshman Cory Perry went cold against Winthrop last
Tuesday, but came back strong and sco_red 16 Saturday
night in UCF1s first victory this season over TennesseeTemple.

Pocket change-this isn't pro money
by KEN JACKSON
View from the Bench

OKAYPEOPLE,IT'SOVER.
SO SHUT UP ABOUT If. THE
SEMINOLES WON FAIR AND
SQUARE. GET OVER IT,
FLORIDAFANS !ICAN'TSTAND
EITHER TEAM, AND I'M TIRED
OF HEARING ABOUT IT...
On a lighter note, I am so ready
for college basketball season. It was
really great to see the ol' Runnin'
Knights take the floor again against
Florida. Even though it was a loss for
the good guys, don't you agree that
despite having a virtually completely
new team from last year, they looked
pretty dam good? Another dose of
March Madness at UCF, perhaps?
This leads to a story I heard
about Chris Webber. Before he became a mega-gazillionaire with the
Washington Bullets, he was aprimetime player (babyyyy !) at the University of :tvlichigan.
One day during his sophomore
season, he saw his jersey on sale at the
co11ege bookstore. He reached into his
pocket and found that he couldn't
have afforded it if he wanted to buy it.
An article of clothing with his own
name on it. Moreover, he barely had
enough money to go get a cheeseburger for lunch.
It's not a surprise, then, why
Webber went to the NBA after only
two years at Michigan. Many players
come from the same inner-city backgrounds with basketball as their (and
their families') "only way out".
Sure, they are on scholarship,
meaning the schools they attend cover
all the costs of tuition, books, and
usually room and board. But that is all.
Student athletes on scholarship can-

not hold a job dUring the semester of
competition (fall and spring). And
they cannot accept any kind of aid
unrelated to the school. Period.
Break.those rules, and theheavy
hand of the NCAA falls upon the
individual and the school, much like it
did to a freshman at Florida two years
ago. He went home for the summer
and got ajob. Fine, no problem. It was
a labor job, and because the young
man could not afford a pair of necessary work boots, his employer bought
them for him.
Handout. Problem.
Unless a player like that comes
from a family with the ability to provide support, he or she has to get by on
what they can muster on their own.
This is starting· to sound like
slave labor, and being a college athlete
isn't supposed to be like that. Scholarship players have the right to be college students and have the normal
experiences that any of you do.
Those players represent their
school (and the NCAA) and bring in
all-importantrevenueby way of ticket
and merchandise sales. Why shouldn't
they share a part of the success? Don't
players of all college sports have a
right to benefit from profits made
from their own likeness? After all,
they had a hand in bringingthatmoney
in.
I propose the NCAA pay players a stipend of sorts-say, $20-30 a
week-to allow them to go out to eat
once in a while, hang with friends at
the movies, you know, be college
students.
The money would come from a
fund that pro teams would pay an
amount into ($25,000 sounds good) if
they pick an underclassman in the
NBA Draft. Just divvy the money

equally among the 300 or so Di vision
I-A teams, then equally again among
the players.
lhis money isn't meant to be a
wage or a free handout-any player
who doesn't go to practice or cuts
classes and doesn't maintain a decent
GPA loses the money.
People don't like this idea because it makes professional players
out of student athletes. But the world
of high-level collegiate sports is a big
business and a professional market
anyway. Look at all the commercials
and endorsements connected to intercollegiateathletics-all themajorshoe
companies are there, the sports drink
companies, clothing outfits, virtually
everybody. Don't forget the sports
networks like ESPN. How do you
think they got Robert Gouletto sing in
those ballgame ads?
I think many people are jealous
that they don't have the ballin' talent
varsity players dcr-Man, why can't I
getpaid to play? They won't warm up
to the idea because they won't get a
pieceoftheaction. And I'm one of the
guilty ones.
I have warmed up to the idea of
players earning a weekly stipendnotice the word choice--eam.
But I haven't thought this
through enough to considerwalk-ons.
What do you think? E-mail me
(kdj89212@pegasus.cc.ucf.edu).
YOU HEARD IT HERE
FIRST: When the Chicago White
Sox signed slugger Albert Belle two
weeks ago, it formed an interesting
group of bad boys in that city. Belle
joins short-tempered Bryan Cox of
the Bears, oft-fighting Bob Probert
of the Blackhawks, and, of course, the
BuJls' Dennis Rodman. Welcome to
Chicago-Head Case Central.
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